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a b s t r a c t
In sponsored search, many advertisers have not achieved their expected performances
while the search engine also has a large room to improve their revenue. Speciﬁcally, due
to the improper keyword bidding, many advertisers cannot survive the competitive ad
auctions to get their desired ad impressions; meanwhile, a signiﬁcant portion of search
queries have no ads displayed in their search result pages, even if many of them have
commercial values. We propose recommending a group of relevant yet less-competitive
keywords to an advertiser. Hence, the advertiser can get the chance to win some (originally
empty) ad slots and accumulate a number of impressions. At the same time, the revenue of
the search engine can also be boosted since many empty ad shots are ﬁlled. Mathematically,
we model the problem as a mixed integer programming problem, which maximizes the
advertiser revenue and the relevance of the recommended keywords, while minimizing
the keyword competitiveness, subject to the bid and budget constraints. By solving the
problem, we can offer an optimal group of keywords and their optimal bid prices to an
advertiser. Simulation results have shown the proposed method is highly effective in
increasing ad impressions, expected clicks, advertiser revenue, and search engine revenue.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Sponsored search is one of the major types of online advertising and is also the key source of revenue for search engine
companies. In sponsored search, a set of ads are displayed along with organic search results when answering a query.
Although displayed simultaneously and in similar forms, sponsored search results are actually generated by a quite different
mechanism from that of organic search. While the organic search results are produced according to the relevance of each
web page to the query, the sponsored search results are generated according to an auction process (Aggarwal, Goel, &
Motwani, 2006; Varian, 2007).
Before the auction happens, each advertiser is asked to participate in a bid process, in which he/she creates a group of
ad copies and bids on some keywords for the ad group with their match types. The match type might be exact match or
broad match (a.k.a. advanced match). When a query is issued, the search engine will ﬁrst retrieve some candidate ads whose
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bid keywords match the query. Then the search engine will run an auction on these candidate ads by considering both the ad
quality and the bid prices of them (Feng, Bhargava, & Pennock, 2003). Those ads with the highest quality scores and bid
prices will win the auction and be displayed on the search result page. If such an ad is clicked by a user, its advertiser will
be charged by the search engine. Mainstream search engines adopt the generalized second price (GSP) (Edelman, Ostrovsky,
& Schwarz, 2005) auction mechanism, which means that the advertiser’s cost of a click depends on the bid price and the
relevance score of the next ad in the ranking list of the auction.
As can be seen above, an advertiser should carefully consider which keywords to bid and what price to set for each of
these keywords, in order to win the auction. However, data statistics show that not many advertisers are good at dealing
with this (see Section 3.1.2). For example, too many advertisers bid on a small number of popular keywords, and thus as
a result those advertisers with low bid prices will fail due to the hot competition in the auction process and do not have
as many ad impressions as expected. This is bad for these advertisers since they have missed their campaign goals. This
is also bad for search engines since the real contributions of these advertisers to the revenue of search engine will be much
lower than their budgets. On the other hand, however, data statistics also show that a signiﬁcant portion of search queries
have no ads (or no enough ads) displayed in their search result pages, even if many of them have commercial values (see
Section 3.1.1). In other words, many keywords that may potentially lead to ad clicks have been ignored by the advertisers.
Again, this is bad for search engines since many potentially valuable ad slots have been wasted. This is also bad for
advertisers since they have missed many advertising opportunities.
It is clear that if we can effectively solve the aforementioned problem, we can improve the satisfaction of advertisers and
increase the revenue of search engines simultaneously. A straightforward way to solve this problem is to suggest appropriate
keywords to the advertisers to bid. Actually, the ad platforms in many search engines already provide this type of services,
such as Keyword Group Detection of Microsoft AdCenter,1 Overture (Yahoo!) Keyword Selector Tool,2 and the Keyword Tool of
Google AdWords.3 In the research community, there are also many papers on bid keyword optimization (Abhishek & Hosanagar,
2007; Bartz, Murthi, & Sebastian, 2006; Kitts & Leblanc, 2004; Chen, Xue, & Yu, 2008; Fuxman, Tsaparas, Achan, & Agrawal,
2008; Kiritchenko & Jiline, 2008). However, most of these existing works are based on the semantic similarity between
keywords and/or the co-occurrence of bid keywords across advertisers. As a consequence, it is easy to understand that these
methodologies will not effectively solve the aforementioned problem, and sometimes make the situation even worse: they will
tend to suggest popular keywords to the advertisers and the competition on these popular keywords will become tougher and
tougher.
In this paper, we propose a novel keyword suggestion technology, which can alleviate the aforementioned problem. In
particular, instead of suggesting popular keywords, we recommend a group of relevant yet less-competitive keywords to
the advertisers, by optimizing the expected advertiser revenue. Here, less-competitive keywords correspond to the keywords
that have not been intensively bid by advertisers. This idea is inspired by the long tail theory (Anderson, 2008). That is, the
aggregated popularity of a large numbers of less-competitive (sometimes tail) items can make a large fraction of the total
popularity. As pointed out by many previous works, for search engines, the query volume just follows a long tail distribution.
To validate this phenomenon in the data analysis experiment, we used a search log dataset that records the submitted
queries from a commercial search engine,4 which was collected in half a month (from 01-April-2011 to 15-April-2011). It
contains about 3.3 billion user queries in volume, in which there are 623 million unique queries. The distribution of the query
volume is shown in a log–log scale in Fig. 1. From the ﬁgure, we can see that the query volume follows a long tail distribution
obviously. This suggests that the aggregated volume of less-competitive queries may take a large part of the total query volume.
Therefore, if an advertiser bids on a package of less-competitive keywords, he/she may win a large number of ad auctions and
accumulate high ad impressions (and potentially high return on investment, i.e., ROI). Meanwhile, the search engine can also get
extra revenue since many empty ad slots related to the suggested keywords can be utilized.
Mathematically, we formulate the keyword recommendation problem as a mixed integer optimization problem. Given a
target ad group, we ﬁrst collect a set of candidate keywords whose relevance score to the ad group can exceed the ﬂoor
relevance score in sponsored search. Then we perform selection among these candidate keywords and try to give an optimal
bid price for each selected keyword, by maximizing the revenue of ad group with the budget control constraint. In this
process, more relevant and less competitive candidate keywords will have higher possibility to be selected. This constrained
optimization problem can be solved by binary integer programming and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) in an
alternate manner. Simulation results on the sponsored search log obtained from a commercial search engine,5 show that
our proposed technology can effectively increase the ad impressions of advertisers with a low average cost per click, and it
can effectively help advertisers obtain increased revenue. At the same time, our method can signiﬁcantly reduce the empty
ad slots and enlarge the revenue of search engine.
To sum up, the contributions of our work are listed as below. (i) We perform a comprehensive study on keyword bidding
in sponsored search, and point out a problem with the current sponsored search services that may make both advertisers and
search engines unsatisﬁed. (ii) We propose a bid keyword suggestion method based on competitiveness and relevance, and
1
2
3
4
5

http://adlab.msn.com/Keyword-Group-Detection.
http://inventory.overture.com/d/searchinventory/suggestion.
https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal.
http://www.bing.com.
http://www.bing.com.
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Fig. 1. The long tail distribution of the query volume.

verify the effectiveness of the method. (iii) We model bid keyword suggestion as a mixed integer optimization problem, and
solve it using binary integer programming and sequential quadratic programming alternatively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the state of the art on bid keyword suggestion and
make discussions regarding the difference between our work and previous work. In Section 3, we report our statistical study
on the sponsored search log from a commercial search engine to show the possibility of using a package of relevant yet lesscompetitive keywords to improve ad impressions and search engine revenue. The problem deﬁnition and the optimization
algorithm are described in Section 4. The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Conclusions and
future work are given in the last section.
2. Related work
As mentioned in the introduction, bid keywords play a critical role in sponsored search. In the literature, a lot of research
has been done regarding topics related to bid keywords. For example, Broder et al. (Broder et al., 2007; Broder et al., 2008;
Broder et al., 2009), Even-Dar et al. (Even-Dar, Mirrokni, Muthukrishnan, Mansour, & Nadav, 2009) and Zhang et al. (Zhang,
He, Rey, & Jones, 2007) studied how to improve the broad match of bid keywords for a given query. Gupta et al. (Gupta,
Bilenko, & Richardson, 2009) proposed an adaptive algorithm which could utilize arbitrary similarity functions and catch
the dynamics in the broad match. Ravi et al. (Ravi et al., 2010) discussed how to generate bid keywords for some given landing pages of the advertisers. Pandey et al. (Pandey, Punera, Fontoura, & Josifovski, 2010) studied the advertisability of tail
queries in sponsored search system. Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2012) studied the hierarchical structure of sponsored search
advertisers and proposed a joint optimization of keyword bid price and campaign budget allocation under a multi-campaign
sponsored search account.
In addition, several dedicated works have been proposed for bid keyword recommendation. Bid keyword recommendation
aims at ﬁnding a group of keywords for an advertiser to bid based on his/her original bid keywords and/or ad copies.
Representative work on bid keyword recommendation include (Abhishek & Hosanagar, 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Fuxman
et al., 2008; Joshi & Motwani, 2006; Bartz et al., 2006; Kitts & Leblanc, 2004; Kiritchenko & Jiline, 2008; Zainal-Abidin & Wang,
2010; Broder, Gabrilovich, Josifovski, Mavromatis, & Smola, 2011; Berg, Greenwald, Naroditskiy, & Sodomka, 2010; Sodomka,
Lahaie, & Hillard, 2011). Most of these works have considered keyword relevance as a key factor in their algorithms. For
example, Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2008) built a hierarchy of concepts based on a web directory. Given a keyword, they ﬁrst
matched it to some relevant concepts, and then considered these concepts and their parent concepts in the hierarchy for
keyword recommendation. Fuxman et al. (Fuxman et al., 2008) proposed using the click graph extracted from search logs
to compute the keyword similarity for recommendation. Joshi et al. (Joshi & Motwani, 2006) proposed a graph model named
TermsNet, which regards terms as the vertices and the similarities between terms as the weights of the edges in a graph. The
similarity score was calculated based on the snippets of the top search results when submitting the terms as queries to a
search engine. The keyword recommendation was based on similarity propagation on the graph. Abhishek et al. (Abhishek
& Hosanagar, 2007) proposed a system called Wordy for bid keyword recommendation, in which a term graph similar to
TermsNet was used. The difference lies in that in Wordy the whole retrieved documents were used to compute the similarity
score rather than only using the snippets. In addition, the authors adopted a broad search algorithm to ﬁnd the less frequent
terms within a certain distance to the original bid keywords in the graph as the recommended keywords. To sum up, the above
works are very similar in their nature, i.e., they recommend bid keywords based on relevance, and the relevance scores are
calculated from semantic relationship structures such as query similarity graph or concept hierarchy. The problem with
these approaches is that semantic similarity is not enough to improve adverting effectiveness. The end goal of advertisers is
to increase their expected revenue or ROI, while recommending similar but highly-competitive keywords would do little help.
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In the industry of online advertising, there are also some tools for bid keyword recommendation, such as Keyword Group
Detection provided by Microsoft AdCenter, Overture Keyword Selector Tool provided by Yahoo!, and the AdWords Keyword
Tool provided by Google. Usually, both relevance and popularity of the keywords are considered in these tools. That is, these
tools tend to recommend those keywords that are relevant to the original bid keywords, and have been bid by many other
advertisers. However, as discussed in the introduction, such a keyword recommendation mechanism may increase the competition of the auctions, and as a result many advertisers without high enough budgets and bids will lose the opportunities to
show their ads.
To solve the problems with the previous work, in this paper, we investigate the problem of keyword recommendation by
looking at the factors that are more related to advertising effectiveness, and by avoiding the hot competition among
advertisers. Our goal is not only to help advertisers optimize their campaigns or ad groups but also to help search engines
improve their revenues. This is signiﬁcantly different from the attempts made by the aforementioned previous work and by
search engine optimization (SEO) companies.6
3. Data analysis on sponsored search
Our proposal of bid keyword suggestion is motivated by an intensive study on the sponsored search log of a commercial
search engine. We used three kinds of data in our study: the search log that records the submitted queries and the
corresponding ad impressions and clicks, the auction log that records the detailed auction processes, and the advertiser
database that includes the bid keywords, bid prices, and the budget for each ad group. The data were collected in half a
month (from 01-April-2011 to 15-April-2011), which contains about 623 million unique queries and about 31 million of
active ad groups. The ﬁndings of the study are reported in this section.
3.1. Existing problems in sponsored search
The key mechanism in sponsored search is the auction for the ad slots in the search result page of each query. When the
match type is exact match, the ad groups will be involved in the auction if they exactly bid the query as their keyword. When
the match type is broad match or advanced match, the original query will be expanded to several related keywords, and then
all the ad groups that bid any of these keywords will participate in the auction. As can be seen above, bid keywords play a
critical role in the auction process. Improper keyword bidding will affect the effectiveness of the auction and thus inﬂuence
the performance of both the advertisers and the search engine. Regarding keyword bidding, we found the following
problems through our data analysis.
3.1.1. Wasted ad slots
According to our study, 34.5% of the unique queries have no ad impression on their search result pages, and these queries
occupy 41.0% search trafﬁc. Another 52.4% unique queries (corresponding to 46.6% search trafﬁc) have ad impressions but
the number of ad groups winning in the corresponding auction is smaller than eight.7 The rest 13.1% unique queries
(corresponding to only 12.4% search trafﬁc) attract eight or more ad groups in their auctions. In other words, 87.6% of the search
trafﬁc has not been fully utilized by the advertisers, and nearly half of the trafﬁc has not been used at all. Therefore, a lot of ad
slots have actually been wasted, even if some of the corresponding queries have commercial values.8
Our explanations to the above observations are as follows. On one aspect, advertisers usually prefer popular keywords
and ignore the potential of rare yet relevant keywords. On another aspect, the existing keyword recommendation tools
provided by search engines also tend to suggest popular keywords to advertisers, because most of these tools are based
on the semantic similarity or co-occurrences of keywords across ad groups. As a result, many tail keywords are not bid
and their corresponding ad slots are left empty.
3.1.2. Loss in highly-competitive auctions
According to our study (see Table 1), 55.3% ad groups have no ad impression, 92.3% ad groups have no ad click. The owners
of all these related ad groups should be regarded as ‘‘unsuccessful’’ in sponsored search. The reason is that, their ads are not
shown in the search result pages or not clicked by the users, so the information in the landing pages cannot be seen by the
users, and there will be no conversion behaviors (registration, add something to the shopping cart, purchase something,
etc.) from the users. The major problems with these ad groups are listed as below, i.e., low relevance9 and low bid price.
6

http://www.keywordperformance.com/.
The maximum number of ad slots in each search result page is eight for the commercial search engine.
8
According to a commercial query classiﬁer provided by the search engine (Dai et al., 2006), 68.5% of the 87.6% search trafﬁc are commercial queries.
9
When we talk about relevance in the paper, we are actually referring the relevance score calculated by the commercial search engine. We take querykeyword relevance score as example and other relevance scores are calculated in the similar method. First, we extract some features between query and
keyword, such as query-keyword similarities (cosine similarity, Jaccard similarity, etc.), semantic similarities (calculated by knowledge base like Freebase
(http://www.freebase.com/)), and taxonomy information (obtained from a hierarchical text classiﬁer). Then we ask human judges to label the relevance degrees
(very relevant, relevant, neutral, irrelevant, and very irrelevant) of some selected query-keyword pairs. After that, we use a learning to rank method (Ranking
SVM (Joachims & Thorsten, 2002)) to learn a relevance scoring function based on the features and the labeled data. Thus, for any given query-keyword pair, we
can calculate their relevance score.
7
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Table 1
The statistics of the ad groups.
Ad groups

Count

Percentage

Total
Participated auctions
Had ad impressions
Had ad clicks

31,047,416
17,815,780
13,883,463
2,399,234

100
57.4
44.7
7.7

 Low relevance. Among the 55.3% ad groups having no ad impression, 42.6% ad groups were never involved in any
auction. This is because the keywords that they bid are irrelevant to any query issued during the period of our study.
As a result, either they were not triggered or they were ﬁltered out from the auction process due to their low relevance.
 Low bid price. Among the 55.3% ad groups, 12.7% ad groups participated in some auctions but did not get any impression,
although the keywords they bid are relevant. This is because their bid prices are too low as compared to those of other
advertisers, especially when the competition is hot. For those ad groups with impressions but no clicks (34.0%), the major
reason might also be the low bid price. That is, their bid prices are not high enough to make them ranked on the top and
therefore their corresponding click-through rate (CTR) are low.
It is clear that these unsuccessful advertisers will not be satisﬁed with the sponsored search system. They might choose to
switch to another publisher if the problem cannot be solved after a certain period of time.
3.2. Potential of advertisability
Intuitively, we can improve the aforementioned situations by bidding on rare but relevant keywords. In this way, we can
ﬁll some empty ad slots and can also ensure certain impressions of those ad groups with relatively low bid prices. However,
the question is whether the improvement can be signiﬁcant. In other words, is there enough advertisability in these
keywords given that they are rare? In this subsection, we report our ﬁndings regarding this question.
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3.2.1. Distribution of search queries
To understand the potential advertisability of rare queries, we sort the queries according to their decreasing search
volumes and evenly divide them into 50 buckets, i.e., each bucket contains 2% unique queries. Then we count the total
numbers of ad impressions and ad clicks associated with the queries in each bucket (See Fig. 2).
According to Fig. 2, up to 40.9% ad impressions and 27.8% ad clicks are associated with the 98% least frequent queries.
These 98% unique queries are rare queries. According to our statistics, only 16% of these rare queries have triggered auctions
and only 14% of them eventually have ad impressions. Furthermore, 98.9% of these auctions were triggered by broad match
or advanced match, indicating that very few advertisers actually bid on these queries as keywords. If one bids on some of
these keywords that are relevant to his/her ad group, it is very likely that he/she will obtain impressions since there is little
competition in the corresponding auctions. Furthermore, biding on a group of such keywords will probably accumulate a
number of ad impressions for him/her as a result.

−3

Query Buckets
Fig. 2. The percentage of query volume, ad impression, ad click and the value of CTR for each bucket of queries.
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Fig. 3. The percentage of normalized ad impression, ad click, total cost, and average CPC of the ad groups among buckets.

In addition, as shown in the ﬁgure, the average click-through rate (CTR) is stable with respect to query popularity. That is,
even though the queries are rare, as long as we have a large number of total impressions (by collectively considering a large
number of such queries), we can still expect a large click number. Therefore, the potential return for these rare queries is
considerable.
3.2.2. Cost for large number of bid keywords
We investigate the effects of bidding a group of keywords. We sort the ad groups according to the decreasing number of
their bid keywords and divide them into buckets. Then we look at ad impressions, ad clicks, total cost,10 and average cost per
click (CPC) with respect to the buckets. The distributions of these metrics11 are shown in Fig. 3. We have the following
observations from it. (i) The number of ad impressions/clicks increases as the number of bid keywords in an ad group increases.
This is quite intuitive and consistent with our discussions in the previous subsection. (ii) The average CPC decreases as the
number of bid keywords in an ad group increases. This accords with the investment principal known as averaging down which
refers to the average price an investor paid per share reduces by buying additional shares after the price has dropped. Each time
the price goes down he buys more and his average price per share keeps going down. Therefore, it is good for advertisers that
bidding a group of keywords since they can get a lot more clicks by paying less average cost.
In summary, the above study reveals that it is an effective strategy to bid a group of relevant yet less-competitive
keywords with low prices, since these cheap keywords may collectively attract accumulated ad impressions and clicks for
the advertiser.
4. Bid keyword suggestion
In this section, we describe our proposal to solve the problem as mentioned in Section 3.1. The key idea is to recommend a
group of relevant but less-competitive keywords with optimal low prices for the advertisers to bid. To better illustrate this
idea, we ﬁrst give some necessary notations and deﬁnitions including winning score, winning price, impression probability
based on bid price, and impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness. After that we formulate bid keyword suggestion as
a mixed integer optimization problem and discuss how to solve it efﬁciently.
4.1. Notations and deﬁnitions
The problem setting of bid keyword suggestion is as follows. The input is a target ad group x with its ad copies, original
bid keywords,12 and bid prices. In addition, each ad group is associated with a budget g x by the advertiser.
4.1.1. Winning score and winning price
In sponsored search, an issued query might trigger an auction. If one of the associated keywords of an ad matches the
query by the corresponding match functions according to the match types of the keywords, the ad (together with
the matched bid keyword) will be involved in the auction. The search engines may use the product of the bid price and
the relevance score as the rank score in their auctions (Feng et al., 2003). The ads in the auction are ranked by their rank
scores. The winning score of an auction is deﬁned as the following.

10
11
12

Total cost is the total amount of money that search engine charges the advertiser on an ad group by its clicks.
To protect the business secrete of the commercial search engine, here we only report the normalized values.
A keyword may have different match types and different bid prices accordingly. For simplicity, we regard them as different keywords.
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Deﬁnition 1 (Winning Score). Given an auction h, its winning score lh is the lowest rank score to display an ad on the
corresponding search result page.
In an auction, if the number of participating ad groups is bigger than the number of ad slots, some ad groups will lose the
auction. In this case, the winning score is the rank score of the ad that wins the last ad slot. If the number of participating ad
groups is smaller than or equal to the number of ad slots, the winning score will be s , which is the ﬂoor rank score for ads to
be showed in the result pages in sponsored search system.
Suppose the relevance score of an ad group x in an auction h is rx;h , which can be calculated based on the features like
query-ad similarity, semantic similarity, taxonomy, and user query time (Graepel, Candela, Borchert, & Herbrich, 2010;
Hillard, Schroedl, Manavoglu, Raghavan, & Leggetter, 2010; Radlinski et al., 2008).13 The relevance score r x;h of an ad group
can be different in different auctions, due to some contextual information on time, location, and user for the triggering query
(Graepel et al., 2010). Such a relevance score indicates the probability that an ad will be clicked after it is shown in the search
result page. Usually, there is a ﬂoor relevance score r  in the sponsored search system. The ad group with r x;h < r  is not eligible
to participate in the auction. Based on the relevance score, we introduce the following deﬁnition of winning price of an ad group
in an auction.
Deﬁnition 2 (Winning Price). Given an ad group x in an auction h with its relevance score r x;h , the winning price bx;h is
l
calculated as rxh;h , which is the least bid price that can make x be shown on the corresponding search result page.
4.1.2. Impression probability based on bid price
Intuitively, the more the rank score of an ad group exceeds the winning score of the auction, the higher the probability for
the ad group to have an impression in the search result page is. Considering the relationship between the bid price and the
rank score, the bid price will directly affect the impression probability of an ad group. We deﬁne the impression probability
based on bid price as below.
Deﬁnition 3 (IMPRESSION PROBABILITY BASED ON BID PRICE). Given the winning score lh of an auction h and the relevance score rx;h of
an ad group x in auction h, the impression probability of ad group x based on bid price bx , denoted by px;h , is deﬁned as



bx r x;h  lh þ e
:
px;h ¼ U
k
Rx
Here U½x ¼ 1 N ðz; 0; 1Þdz is the standard cumulative Gaussian density.14 It maps the rank score bx r x;h and the winning
score lh from interval ð1; 1Þ to probabilities in interval ð0; 1Þ. Parameter e adjusts the base impression probability and
parameter kðk > 0Þ scales the steepness of the mapping function. From the deﬁnition, we can see that higher bid price
correspond to higher impression possibility.
4.1.3. Impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness
Suppose the sponsored search system maintains a universal set of keywords, which for example can be the union of the
queries submitted by users in the historical search logs and the bid keywords given by advertisers. We denote this set as
W ¼ fw1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wm g, where m is the number of keywords.
Every keyword wi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mÞ in W might trigger its auctions Hi . Each auction h 2 Hi will have its winning score lh .
When an ad group x participates in an auction h, we may compute the relevance score rx;h and the impression probability
based on bid price px;h . Note that Hi might be empty if wi is never matched by any types of matching functions.
Given a keyword, its competitiveness will also affect the possibility that the related ad groups will have an ad impression
after bidding the keyword. We deﬁne the following impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness to reﬂect the above effect.
Deﬁnition 4 (IMPRESSION CONFIDENCE BASED ON COMPETITIVENESS). Let n be the average number of ad groups that are involved in the
auctions triggered by the keyword w, the impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness of an ad group in the auctions
triggered by w, denoted by c, is deﬁned as

c ¼1

1
1
þ
;
1 þ esl 1 þ esðnlÞ

where l is the maximum number of ad slots in each search result page of a sponsored search system and s > 0 is a coefﬁcient.
From the deﬁnition, we can see that impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness is a value in the interval ½0; 1Þ. Fig. 4
shows some example curves of it. The coefﬁcient s controls the steepness of the curve around l.
The intuitive explanation of impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness is as follows. In the auction for a query
keyword w, the number of ad slot l is a critical value to describe the competitiveness.

13
14

Please refer to FootNote 9 for the detailed calculation process.
The idea of using the standard cumulative Gaussian density in the deﬁnition is borrowed from (Graepel et al., 2010).
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Fig. 4. The curves of impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness.

 If there are no more than l ad groups involved in the auction, the winning score will be the ﬂoor rank score s and the
auction is not competitive. The fewer auction participants we have, the easier a participant will achieve a high-ranked
ad slot as long as his/her rank score exceeds s . Intuitively, in this case, the impression conﬁdence based on
competitiveness decrease from 1 very slowly as n increases from zero to l.
 If there are more than l ad groups participating in the auction, the winning score will be determined by the rank score
of the ad group that wins the last ad slot. The more participants we have, the more competitive the auction will be.
However, the increasing rate of the impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness might almost ‘‘linearly’’ decrease
when n increases in a certain extent around l. When n increases over this short range, the decreasing rate of impression
conﬁdence based on competitiveness should become slower with the increase of n. This is because when n is very
large, adding one more new participant will not affect the already highly competitive auction, and the impression
conﬁdence based on competitiveness in the auction is almost zero.
It is clear that the formula for calculating impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness (which is actually a translation
of the sigmoid function) can well reﬂect the above two intuitions.
Actually, impression conﬁdence based on competitiveness has a strong relation with rare keywords. Rare keywords
are usually not bid by any advertisers or only bid by a small number of advertisers, and therefore their impression conﬁdence
based on competitiveness will be high. According to our statistics, the impression conﬁdence of 97% rare keywords are
almost 1. Therefore, if we can attach importance to keywords with high impression conﬁdence, many of these keywords will
be rare keywords.
4.2. Optimization problem
The output of bid keyword suggestion is a subset of keywords W 0 # W with their optimal bid prices, i.e.,
0

0

0

fðw01 ; b1 Þ; ðw02 ; b2 Þ; . . . ; ðw0k ; bk Þg # W  R;
0

0

0

where R is the set of non-negative real numbers, b1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bk are suggested bid prices, and k is the number of recommended
keywords.
Given a target ad group x, keywords whose relevance scores with ad group x are less than the ﬂoor relevance score will
be ﬁltered out. Therefore, a subset W x # W of much relevant candidate keywords are generated.
Selecting a subset W 0 of bid keywords among candidate keywords subset W x # W is equivalent to determining an
indicator vector g ¼ ðg1 ; g2 ; . . . ; gm ÞT , where

gi ¼



1; wi 2 W 0
0;

wi R W 0

ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mÞ:

ð1Þ

In order to ﬁnd the optimal g and recommend reasonable bid prices bi for each keyword wi , we consider maximizing the
revenue of the ad group which is highly related to the ﬁnal proﬁt the ad group can make from the service of sponsored
search.
The constraints are the lower bound and the upper bound of the bid prices, and the budget of the ad group.
To ease the illustration, we further introduce two notations as below. (i) qx – the average CTR of an ad group x, calculated
from the historical log. Considering the deﬁnition of the impression probability of ad group x based on bid price bx , denoted
by px;h , we can approximately estimate the average probability of click on ad group x given bid price bx as px;h qx . (ii) v x – the
average true value of a click on the ads of an ad group x. It will be the upper bound of the bid prices as to make a proﬁt.
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The maximum of the winning price and the ﬂoor price b is the lower bound of the bid prices. The winning price for an ad
group x in an auction h is calculated as rlxh;h , where lh is the winning score of the auction h, and r x;h is the relevance score of ad
group x in an auction h.
The budget constraint serves as the upper bound of the advertiser’s cost. As the bid price is a natural upper bound of the
cost in GSP, the upper bound of the advertiser’s cost on an ad group x with bidding keyword wi can be written as
P
h2Hi bx;i px;h qx , in which bx;i is the bid price for keyword wi in the ad group x, and Hi denotes all auctions triggered by
the keyword wi . For all candidate keywords of an ad group x, the upper bound of the advertiser’s total cost should be

X
wi 2W x

(

)

X

bx;i px;h qx gi :

ð2Þ

h2Hi

The objective is to maximize the expected advertiser revenue. Given bidding keyword wi , the expected advertiser revenue
P
of ad group x on this keyword can be approximately calculated as h2Hi ðv x  bx;i Þpx;h qx , where v x is the average true value
of the ad group x. Considering the impression conﬁdence ci based on competitiveness of all candidate keywords to an target
ad group, we can write the total expected revenue as,

X

(
ci

wi 2W x

X

)
ðv x  bx;i Þpx;h qx gi :

ð3Þ

h2Hi

To sum up the above constraints and the objective, we can obtain the following mixed integer optimization problem for
an ad group x.

max
gi ;bx;i

s:t:

(

X

ci

wi 2W x

(

X
wi 2W x

X

)
ðv x  bx;i Þpx;h qx gi ;

h2Hi

X

)

bx;i px;h qx gi

h2Hi


max b ;
h2Hi

ð4Þ



lh
r x;h

6 gx ;

6 bx;i 6 v x ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mÞ:

4.3. Efﬁcient solution
The above problem is a mixed integer programming problem, which is NP-hard. To efﬁciently solve it, we employ an
alternative optimization method. There are two variable vectors in the above problem, i.e., g ¼ fgi g and bx ¼ fbx;i g. We ﬁrst
ﬁx bx to the corresponding winning prices, and then the problem is converted to a binary integer optimization problem,
which can be solved like a knapsack problem (Kellerer, Pferschy, & Pisinger, 2004). After that, we ﬁx g to the optimal result
of the binary integer optimization problem, and thus the problem is converted to a constraint optimization problem on bx ,
which can be solved by means of sequential quadratic programming (SQP) (Cottle, Pang, & Stone, 2009). The above
alternative process can be conducted iteratively, and we can prove that the process can converge in a ﬁnite number of steps
(Tong & Koller, 2002).
Speciﬁcally, for the binary integer optimization problem, we solve it using the standard knapsack method (Kellerer et al.,
2004). For the constraint optimization problem on bx , we ﬁrst rewrite the constraint optimization problem on bx as the
following form.

min f ðbx Þ;
bx

ð5Þ

s:t: hj ðbx Þ P 0ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ:
Here we have,

f ðbx Þ ¼ 

(

X

ci

wi 2W x

h1 ðbx Þ ¼ g x 

X

)
ðv x  bx;i Þpx;h qx gi ;

h2Hi

X
wi 2W x

(

X

)
bx;i px;h qx gi

P 0;

ð6Þ

h2Hi

h2 ðbx Þ ¼ v x e  bx P 0;
h3 ðbx Þ ¼ bx  dx P 0;

n
o
where e is a vector with all its elements equal to 1, and dx is a vector with the values maxh2Hi b ; rlxh;h in the corresponding
elements.
The above problem can be approximately solved by SQP, in which a quadratic programming (QP) subproblem is solved in
each iteration by linearizing the constraints and approximating the following Lagrangian function Lðbx ; gÞ quadratically.
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Lðbx ; gÞ ¼ f ðbx Þ 

3
X

ki hi ðbx Þ:
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ð7Þ

i¼1
ð0Þ

ðjÞ

Here k ¼ fki g is Lagrangian multiplier. Starting from any initial bx , suppose bx is the solution in the j-th iteration, kðjÞ is
ðjÞ
the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers, and HðjÞ ¼ Hðbx ; kðjÞ Þ is the Hessian of the Lagrangian function. Then the following
QP subproblem should be solved in the ðj þ 1Þ-th iteration.

min
z

1 T ðjÞ
T
z H z þ rLðbx ; gÞ z þ Lðbx ; gÞ;
2
ðjÞ T

ð8Þ

ðjÞ

s:t: rhi ðbx Þ z þ hi ðbx Þ P 0 ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ:
Here r denotes gradient calculus. If zðjÞ is the solution of the above QP subproblem and uðjÞ is the corresponding multiplier
of this subproblem, then we use the following formulas to update the solution of the SQP problem.
ðjþ1Þ

bx

ðjÞ

¼ bx þ zðjÞ ;

ð9Þ

kðjþ1Þ ¼ uðjÞ :

The above iterations lead to a local approximation of the solution. The algorithm can be stabilized by line search.
To sum up, by solving the binary integer optimization problem and the constraint optimization problem on bx

alternatively, we can get the optimal values g and bx . Then we can select the keywords corresponding to the top-scored


elements in g to compose the recommended keyword set, and set the suggested bid prices according to bx . The algorithm
ﬂowchart is depicted in Fig. 5.
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce our experimental settings, including the datasets, ad group sampling method, baseline
algorithms, and evaluation measures. Then we report the experimental results on our proposed algorithm and make analysis
and discussion.
5.1. Experimental settings
5.1.1. Datasets
The data in our experiments mainly came from three sources provided by a commercial search engine: search log, auction
log, and advertiser database. The log data was collected in one month (April 2011) and is split into two periods: the ﬁrst half
of the month (01-April-2011 to 15-April-2011) for training and the second half (16-April-2011 to 30-April-2011) for testing.
The database is a snapshot at the end of the month, which contains 31 million ad groups.

Fig. 5. The algorithm ﬂowchart of bid keyword suggestion.
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Fig. 6. The power law distribution of the ad impression number for each ad group.

We used the search log data in the training period to build the candidate keyword set. We extracted over 1.5 billion raw
queries and reduced them to about 1 billion using query normalization. There are 623 million unique queries in the training
period and 639 million unique queries in the test period. The information of ad impressions and clicks is also available in the
search log, from which we can compute the average CTR for each ad group. We used the auction log in the training period to
compute the winning scores and the winning prices. We used the advertiser database to extract budget, ad copies, bid keywords, bid prices, and bid numbers, and then compute the average true values,15 the impression conﬁdence scores based on
competitiveness, and the relevance scores.
5.1.2. Ad group sampling
As mentioned in the introduction, the motivation of our proposal is to help those advertisers who failed in their auctions
due to limited budget and improper keyword bidding. Intuitively, it is not necessary to perform such recommendation to
those big advertisers, who tend to set high bid prices on their preferred keywords, and obtain a lot of ad impressions and
clicks without much concern about the cost. In this regard, it will be informative if we can investigate the performance of
our proposed technology on different types of advertisers. In our experiments, we extracted two sets of ad groups as below.
 Small advertiser set. The set of ad groups with fewer than 500 ad impressions in the training period. We assume these
advertisers are not very successful, and are desired for the help from bid keyword suggestion.
 Big advertiser set. The set of ad groups with more than 5,000 ad impressions in the training period. We assume that
they have been successful enough and might not really care about the recommendation of keywords.
Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the ad impressions for the ad groups. From our statistics, we know that the majority
(91.9%) of the ad groups belong to the small advertiser set and majority (82.2%) ad impression volume belong to the big
advertiser set. This somehow shows both sets are much important in sponsored search and our proposed technology should
not only work on the small advertiser set, but also not hurt the performance of the big advertiser set of ad groups. For each of
the two sets, we randomly sampled 800 ad groups as the target ad groups in our experiments.
5.1.3. Comparison algorithms
We compared the proposed algorithm with the following methods for bid keyword suggestion on the two target sets.
These methods are representative approaches on keyword recommendation as mentioned in Section 2. After we get the suggested keywords and their bid prices, we run simulations (Acharya, Krishnamurthy, Deshpande, Yan, & Chang, 2007) on the
auction log in the testing period see the performance.
1. No Recommendation (NR). We simply used the original bid keywords of the target ad group to get the performance in
the testing period. This is the baseline for all the other algorithms.
2. Popular and Relevant (PR). This algorithm is implemented in accordance with the common idea of existing bid
keyword recommendation tools in commercial search engines, such as AdWords Keyword Tool.16 It tends to
recommend those keywords that are relevant to the ad group and are popular in web users and many other advertisers.

15
Note that we approximately calculate the true value according to the idea in (Athey & Nekipelov, 2010), i.e., we ran a simulation on the auction log to get
the incremental cost per click (ICPC) (Athey & Nekipelov, 2010) for each keyword and use it as the estimated true value for the keyword.
16
http://www.googlekeywordtool.com/.
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Speciﬁcally, we obtain the search frequency of a keyword and we calculate the relevance score between a keyword and an
ad group. The relevance calculation method is similar to the process explained in FootNote 9. The only difference is that
we regard all the text content (ad titles, ad copies, and keywords) in the ad group as a bag-of-word document and then
extract the features used for the relevance scoring function like the similarities between the keyword and the document.
The keywords that have the higher product values of the relevance scores and the logarithmic search frequencies will be
prioritized for recommendation. In addition, the keywords whose relevance scores or logarithmic search frequencies are
below some given thresholds are not qualiﬁed for recommendation.
3. Amnesiac Averaged Perceptron (AAP). We implement the learning based approach proposed in (Gupta et al., 2009).
The proposed keyword similarity model is adaptive to combine arbitrary existing similarity functions, such as the
syntactic, taxonomy, and search results click similarity. It can be the state of the art algorithm for keyword matching.
In addition, considering the dynamics in sponsored search, the weights of the voting perceptrons are updated by the
time.
4. Bid Keyword Suggestion (BKS). This is our proposed algorithm, which generates the recommended keywords by
solving a subset selection problem.
5. Naive Bid Keyword Suggestion (N-BKS). This is a simpliﬁed version of our proposed algorithm, which generates the
recommended keywords by solving the binary integer optimization problem and use the winning prices as the
suggested bid prices.
For NR, we used the original bid price on each keyword. For PR, N-BKS, and AAP, we set the bid price of each
recommended keyword to be its mean of winning prices in all auctions. For BKS and N-BKS, the relevance score r x;h is
normalized to the interval ½0; 10000 and the parameter setting is k ¼ 500;  ¼ 500. For the impression conﬁdence, we ﬁnd
s ¼ 0:8 can best reﬂect the intuitions in the deﬁnition by empirical study. For all the algorithms, the upper bound on the
number of the recommended keywords is 2000. We assume that the target ad groups will bid on the recommended
keywords with the recommended bid prices. Then we perform simulation on the data in the testing period. The target
ad group will participate in the auctions in the test data with the constraint of their budgets. We then compute the
performances of all the comparison algorithms in terms of the evaluation measures as described in the next subsection.
5.1.4. Evaluation measures
We used the following ﬁve measures in our experiments.
1. Ad impressions. This measure reﬂects the return of an ad group on impressions. We simulated the auctions for the
recommended keywords for each target ad group in the testing period and calculated the corresponding ad
impression.
2. Expected clicks. This measure reﬂects the return of an ad group on clicks. We use the average CTR and ad impression
to calculate the expected click.
3. Average cost per click. This measure reﬂects the average cost per click of an ad group in the auctions according to GSP
mechanism.
4. Expected advertiser revenue. This measure reﬂects the expected revenue of the advertiser as calculated in Eq. 3.
5. Advertiser total cost (a.k.a., search engine revenue). This measure reﬂects the total cost of the advertiser as
calculated in Eq. 2, which equals to the search engine revenue.
5.2. Experimental results
We present the performances of the algorithms NR, PR, AAP, BKS and N-BKS with respect to ad impressions, expected
clicks, average cost per click, expected advertiser revenue and advertiser total cost (a.k.a, search engine revenue). Note that
we normalized the values under each evaluation measure by dividing them by the maximum value in the corresponding
results, to protect the business secrets of the search engine.
5.2.1. Ad impressions
Fig. 7 shows the average ad impressions of each algorithm on the two sets of ad groups. From the ﬁgure we have the
following observations.
On the small advertiser set, (i) PR, AAP, N-BKS, and BKS successfully achieve a lot more impressions as compared to NR,
showing that the four recommendation methods can all help the small advertisers improve their performance. (ii) AAP
slightly performs better than PR. The reason is that taking more algorithms such as search result click similarity will
recommend more practical keywords and thus improve the impressions. (iii) N-BKS and BKS signiﬁcantly outperform PR
and AAP. The reason is that N-BKS and BKS takes competitiveness into consideration besides relevance and keyword
frequency. They tend to recommend a group of relevant keywords with low competitiveness, which can help the advertisers
accumulate satisfying ad impressions. (iv) BKS outperforms N-BKS. The reason is that BKS seeks the optimal bid prices
compared with N-BKS. Overall speaking, BKS is the best choice for the small advertisers.
On the big advertiser set, (i) The order of the performance of NR, AAP, N-BKS, and BKS are the same as that of the small
advertiser set. The reasons are similar to what we have explained for the small advertiser set. (ii) Differently, PR performs the
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Fig. 7. The average ad impressions.

best among the algorithms. The big advertisers can afford the high bid prices on hot keywords and they often have big budgets, so the keywords suggested by PR can be well utilized by them. (iii) BKS performs better than NR, indicating that the
proposed method does not hurt the performance of the big advertisers.
5.2.2. Expected clicks
The expected ad clicks for the ﬁve algorithms on the two sets of ad groups are shown in Fig. 8. From the ﬁgure we have the
following observations. For the small advertisers, we can see that the trend is very similar to that of the ad impressions. All
the algorithms improve the click number as compared to NR, and BKS still achieves the best performance by recommending
less competitive keywords with optimal bid prices. For the big advertisers, (i) BKS still outperforms NR, showing that the
proposed method does not hurt the performance of the big advertisers. (ii) PR performs the best among the algorithms.
The reason is similar to what happens to ad impressions. (iii) AAP relies a lot on the keyword similarity and popularity,
so it gets a second highest expected clicks for the big advertisers.
5.2.3. Average cost per click
Fig. 9 shows the average CPC of each algorithm on the two sets of ad groups. From the ﬁgure, we have the following
observations. (i) On both sets, BKS and N-BKS lead to the lowest average CPC. This is because the keywords they recommend
are mostly less-competitive keywords, whose winning prices are just above the ﬂoor price. (ii) On both sets, the keywords
suggested by PR are much more expensive than those suggested by AAP, N-BKS, and BKS. The reason is that PR tends to
recommend popular keywords which usually are highly competitive and thus with high CPC.
5.2.4. Expected advertiser revenue
Fig. 10 shows the expected advertiser revenue of each algorithm on the two sets of ad groups. From the ﬁgure, we have
the following observations. (i) For the small advertisers, BKS and N-BKS can help them get the biggest reward compared with
NR, PR, and AAP. The keywords recommended by PR and AAP are often very popular and expensive, so the corresponding
revenue for the advertisers will be small. (ii) For the big advertisers, PR and AAP can bring more reward than BKS and
N-BKS, for these advertisers have big budgets and they can afford the keywords with high bid prices.
5.2.5. Advertiser total cost (search engine revenue)
Fig. 11 shows the average total cost for different algorithms on the two sets of ad groups. From the ﬁgure, we have the
following observations. (i) On the small advertiser set, PR, AAP, N-BKS, and BKS can all enlarge their total cost. However,
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considering the comparison on expected click and average CPC, we ﬁnd that the increased cost by BKS is the most valuable to
the advertisers, for they can get more clicks with less CPC by this method. (ii) On the big advertiser set, the total cost among
the ﬁve algorithms does not have much difference. (iii) The advertiser total cost actually equals to the search engine revenue.
The above results show that BKS can help bring more revenue to the search engine from the small advertisers. As explained
in the introduction, the extra revenue comes from utilizing the empty ad slots related to the less-competitive keywords.
5.2.6. Summary and discussions
To sum up all the aforementioned experimental results, we can get the following conclusions.
On the small advertiser set, (i) the proposed BKS algorithm can help the advertisers get largely improved performance on
impression, click, CPC, and advertiser revenue compared with several popularly-used keyword suggestion methods. (ii)
Although all compared methods can help increase the search engine revenue substantially, from the perspective of the
advertisers, the increased cost by the proposed BKS algorithm is much more rewarding as BKS can have more expected clicks
and lower average CPC. This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposal for both the advertisers and the search
engine.
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On the big advertiser set, (i) the BKS algorithm can still improve their performance on each evaluation metric, especially
the average CPC. (ii) PR can help the big advertisers achieve more, because the big advertisers often have enough budgets and
can bid popular keywords with much higher price, and then the philosophy of PR is more favorite to them.
In total, our proposed technology can not only work well on the small advertisers that the majority of the ad groups
belong to, but also not affect the performance of the big advertisers.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we conducted an intensive study on the sponsored search data of a commercial search engine, and identiﬁed
two problems with the current sponsored search systems: (i) a large number of advertisers cannot get satisfying ad
impressions and clicks due to improper keyword bidding; (ii) a signiﬁcant portion of search queries have no ads displayed
in their search result pages. To tackle these problems, we proposed a novel bid keyword suggestion technology. The key component of the technology is a subset selection model which can be efﬁciently solved by alternatively utilizing a knapsack
problem solver and an SQP solver. The objective function for subset selection ensures that the proposed technology can
simultaneously help advertisers and improve search engine revenue. Our experimental results veriﬁed the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm, in terms of several measures such as ad impression, expected clicks, average CPC, search engine
revenue, and advertiser revenue.
For future work, we plan to work on the following directions. The ﬁrst direction is to consider user experience in the
evaluation. As we all know, sponsored search is a three-player game in which user is one of the key players. Therefore,
we should also consider user experience besides relevance in order to obtain a comprehensive evaluation of the entire
ecosystem. The second direction is to further reﬁne the proposed bid keyword suggestion model to perform optimization
for multiple ad groups simultaneously. In particular, we will consider the inter-competition within the ad groups that
consume our keyword recommendation service.
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